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CODING THEOREMS FOR HYBRID
CHANNELS. II∗
Kuznetsova A.A.† Holevo A. S.‡
Abstract
The present work continues investigation of the capacities of mea-
surement (quantum-classical) channels in the most general setting, ini-
tiated in [10]. The proof of coding theorems is given for the classical
capacity and entanglement-assisted classical capacity of the measure-
ment channel with arbitrary output alphabet, without assuming that
the channel is given by a bounded operator-valued density.
1 Introduction
The present work continues investigation of the capacities of measurement
channels in the most general setting, initiated in [10]. The proof of coding
theorems is given for the classical capacity (theorem 1) and entanglement-
assisted classical capacity (theorem 2) of the measurement channel with ar-
bitrary output alphabet under the minimal regularity assumptions. The
statement of theorem 2 was proved previously in [10] under additional as-
sumption that the channel is given by a bounded operator-valued density.
In the present work we relax this restriction by using a generalization of the
Radon-Nikodym theorem for probability operator-valued measures [6]. The
result obtained is illustrated by an example of homodyne measurement in
quantum optics.
∗Work partially supported by RFBR (grant No 12-01-00319) and Russian Quantum
Center.
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We remark that the entanglement-assisted classical capacity was studied
by a number of authors under the names purification capacity, measurement
strength, forward classical communication cost. In the recent paper [2], where
one can find further references, its alternative interpretation is developed. It
is shown that a (finite-dimensional) measurement channel can be asymptot-
ically simulated by transmission of a classical message of the size equal to
the maximal entropy reduction, assisted with sufficient classical correlation
between the input and the output. The result can be considered as a quan-
tum reverse Shannon theorem in which entanglement and quantum channel
are replaced, correspondingly, by classical correlation and classical channel.
2 Preliminaries
LetH be a separable Hilbert space. We use the following notations: B(H) is
the algebra of all bounded operators, T(H) is the space of trace-class op-
erators in H, S(H) is its convex subset of density operators (i.e. positive
operators with unit trace), called also quantum states.
We introduce the measure space (Ω,F , µ), where Ω is a complete sepa-
rable metric space, F is a σ-algebra of its subsets, µ is a σ-finite measure
on F . A hybrid (classical-quantum) system is described by von Neumann
algebra L = L∞(Ω,F , µ;B(H)), consisting of weakly measurable, essentially
bounded functions X(ω), ω ∈ Ω with values in B(H). Consider the pread-
joint space L∗ = L1(Ω,F , µ;T(H)), the elements of which are measurable
functions S = {S(ω)} with values in T(H), integrable with respect to the
measure µ. An element S = {S(ω)} ∈ L∗ such that
S(ω) ≥ 0 (mod µ),
∫
Ω
TrS(ω)µ(dω) = 1,
is called state on the algebra L. In notations of entropic characteristics of
hybrid systems we will use the index “cq”, of classical and quantum systems
— the indices “c” and “q” correspondingly.
Following [9], we introduce the notions of entropy and relative entropy
of cq-states. Concerning the definitions and properties of quantum entropies
see e. g. [8].
Definition 1. The entropy of a cq-state S is defined by the relation
Hcq(S) =
∫
Ω
Hq(S(ω))µ(dω),
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where Hq(S) = −TrS logS is the von Neumann entropy of positive operator
S ∈ T(H).
Note that
Hcq(S) = Hc(p) +
∫
Ω
p(ω)Hq(Ŝ(ω))µ(dω), (1)
where p(ω) = TrS(ω), Ŝ(ω) = (p(ω))−1S(ω), Hc(p) is the differential en-
tropy of the probability distribution with the density p(ω) with respect to
the measure µ.
Definition 2. The relative entropy of cq-states S1, S2 is defined by the
relation
Hcq(S1 ‖S2) =
∫
Ω
Hq(S1(ω) ‖S2(ω))µ(dω),
where
Hq(S1(ω) ‖S2(ω)) = TrS1(ω)(logS1(ω)− log S2(ω))
is the quantum relative entropy.
To describe measurement channels we will need the following definition.
Definition 3. Probability operator-valued measure (POVM) on Ω is a
family M = {M(A), A ∈ F} of bounded Hermitian operators in H, satisfy-
ing the conditions:
1) M(A) ≥ 0, A ∈ F ;
2) M(Ω) = I, where I is the unit operator in H;
3) for arbitrary countable decomposition A =
⋃
Ai (Ai ∩Aj = ∅, i 6= j),
the relation M(A) =
∑
iM(Ai) holds in the sense of weak convergence of
operators.
POVM defines a quantum observable with values in Ω. The probability
distribution of observable M in the state S is given by the formula
PS(A) = TrSM(A), A ∈ F . (2)
For brevity, we sometimes write PS(dω) = TrSM(dω).
If POVM M(dω) is defined by the density P (ω) with respect to scalar
σ-finite measure µ, where P (ω) is a uniformly bounded (with respect to the
oprator norm) weakly measurable operator-valued function, then its prob-
ability distribution has the density pS(ω) = TrSP (ω) with respect to the
measure µ. This case is studied in [10].
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In the general case the following lemma holds (a generalization of the
Radon-Nikodym theorem for POVM [6]).
Lemma 1. For an arbitrary POVM on a separable metric space Ω
there exist a dense subspace D ∈ H, a σ-finite measure µ on Ω, a countable
set of Borel functions ω → ak(ω) where for almost all ω the ak(ω) are linear
functionals on D, satsfying the conditions∫
Ω
∑
k
|〈ak(ω)|ψ〉|2 µ(dω) = ‖ψ‖2, ψ ∈ D, (3)
〈ψ|M(A)ψ〉 =
∫
A
∑
k
|〈ak(ω)|ψ〉|2 µ(dω), ψ ∈ D. (4)
In [6] it is shown that for D one can take lin {ϕi} — the linear span of a
fixed orthonormal basis {ϕi} .
Lemma 2. For arbitrary observable M(dω) with values in Ω and a den-
sity operator S ∈ S(H), the probability distribution PS(dω) = TrSM(dω)
has density pS(ω) with respect to measure µ.
Proof. Consider the spectral decomposition of the state S:
S =
∞∑
i=1
λi|ϕi〉〈ϕi|. (5)
Apply lemma 1, with D = lin{ϕi}. For all A ∈ F the equality holds
PS(A) ≡ TrSM(A) =
∫
A
pS(ω)µ(dω), (6)
where
pS(ω) =
∞∑
i=1
λi
∑
k
|〈ak(ω)|ϕi〉|2
is a nonnegative integrable function is a nonnegative integrable function by
the condition (3) and the spectral decomposition (5). The lemma is proved.
Let us fix an orthonormal system {ek} in H. According to the same
conditions (3) and (5), the relation
Ŝ(ω) = (pS(ω))
−1
∞∑
i=1
λi
∑
j,k
|ek〉〈ak(ω)|ϕi〉〈aj(ω)|ϕi〉〈ej | (7)
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for PS-almost all ω defines a density operator in H, which we will call pos-
terior state. The meaning of this term is that under certain conditions the
operator Ŝ(ω) describes state of the quantum system after measurement of
observable M , which resulted with the outcome ω [8].
Following [7], define the entropy reduction by the relation
ER (S,M) = Hq(S)−
∫
Ω
p(ω)Hq(Ŝ(ω))µ(dω), (8)
which is consistent provided Hq(S) <∞. We mention the following approxi-
mation properties. Consider a sequence of states Sn =
∑n
i=1 λ˜i|ϕi〉〈ϕi|, where
λ˜i = (
∑n
k=1 λk)
−1λi. By lemma 4 of the paper [11], the above sequence Sn
satisfies the condition
lim
n→∞
Hq(Sn) = Hq(S) <∞. (9)
According to the theorem 2 from [7], this implies
lim
n→∞
ER (Sn,M) = ER (S,M) <∞. (10)
3 The classical capacity of a measurement
channel
Definition 4. Let M be a POVM, PS — its probability distribution in
the state S, which is given by the formula (2). Measurement channel M is
an affine map S → PS(dω) of the convex set of quantum states S(H) into
the set of probability distributions on Ω.
To apply the method of block coding, we need to define the n-th degree
M⊗n of the channel M. Let H⊗n be the n-th tensor degree of the Hilbert
space H and let (Ω×n,F×n) be the product of n copies of the measurable
space (Ω,F). The cnannel M⊗n is defined by the observable M⊗n with
values in Ω×n such that
M⊗n(A1 × · · · × An) =M(A1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(An).
By using an analog of the extension theorem for POVM, one can show that
this relation defines uniquely all the values M⊗n(A(n)), A(n) ∈ F×n.
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In the case of infinite-dimensional H one usually introduces a constraint
onto the input states of the channel (otherwise the capacities are infinite as
a rule). Let F be a positive selfadjoint (in general unbounded) operator in
the space H, with the spectral decomposition F = ∫∞
0
x dE(x), where E(x)
is the spectral function. We introduce the subset of states
AE = {S ∈ S(H) : TrSF ≤ E}, (11)
where E is a positive constant, and the trace in (11) is understood as the
integral
∫∞
0
x d(TrSE(x)) (for more detail see [3]). Notice that if the operator
F satisfies the condition
Tr exp(−βF ) <∞ β > 0, (12)
then Hq(S) <∞ for all S such that TrSF ≤ E (see [3]). The corresponding
constraint for the channel M⊗n is determined by the operator
F (n) = F ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I + · · ·+ I ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ F.
Denote
A(n)E = {S(n) ∈ S(H⊗n) : TrS(n)F (n) ≤ nE}. (13)
Definition 5. The code of length n and size N is a pair (Σ(n),V(n)),
where:
1) Σ(n) = {S(n)i , i = 1, . . . , N} is a family of states from A(n)E ;
2) V(n) = {Vj, j = 0, 1, . . . , N} is a decomposition of the space Ω×n.
Definition 6. The average error probability of the code (Σ(n),V(n)) is the
quantity
u(Σ(n),V(n)) = 1
N
N∑
j=1
(
1− TrS(n)j M⊗n(Vj)
)
. (14)
We denote by u(n,N) the greatest lower bound of the quantity u(Σ(n),V(n))
with respect to all codes of length n and size N .
Definition 7. We call the classical capacity C(M,AE) of the measure-
ment channel M with the constraint (13) the supremum of all achievable
rates i.e. the values R > 0, satisfying the condition
lim
n→∞
u(n, 2nR) = 0. (15)
We call by ensemble of states a finite probability distribution pi = {pix;Sx}
on the set of states S(H), ascribing probabilities pix to certain states Sx. The
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average state of ensemble is defined as: Spi =
∑
x pixSx. Let us denote PE
the set of ensembles pi such that Spi ∈ AE; similarly, we denote P(n)E the
set of ensembles pi(n) in S(H⊗n), the average state of which satisfying the
condition (13).
For given measurement channel M and ensemble pi define the quantity
I(pi,M) =
∑
x
pix
∫
Ω
p(ω|x) log p(ω|x)
p(ω)
µ(dω). (16)
Here p(ω) and p(ω|x) are the probability densities of the distributions P (dω) =
TrSpiM(dω) and Px(dω) = TrSxM(dω) correspondingly. The quantity I(pi,M)
is the Shannon mutual information between the discrete random variable X ,
having the probability distribution {pix} and the random variable ω with con-
ditional probability density p(ω | x), defined via lemma 2. Notice that there is
a representation of the quantity I(pi,M) as a supremum over decompositions
V = {Vi} of the output space Ω (cf. [5, formula (1.2.3)]):
I(pi,M) = sup
V
(∑
i
∑
x
pixPx(Vi) log
Px(Vi)
P (Vi)
)
. (17)
The quantity under supremum is equal to I(pi,MV), where MV is the mea-
surement channel, corresponding to the discrete observable {M(Vi)}.
Theorem 1. The classical capacity of the measurement channel M with
the constraint (13) is given by the relation
C(M,AE) = sup
pi∈PE
I(pi,M). (18)
Proof. Denote
Cn = sup
pi(n)∈P
(n)
E
I(pi(n),M⊗n).
We need to show that
C(M,AE) = C1.
Let us first establish the additivity property Cn = nC1.
For a fixed decomposition V = {Vi}, the measurement channelMV is em-
bedded into quantum entanglement-breaking channel (see e.g. [4]), therefore
according to [3] its capacity is given by the expression
C(MV ,AE) = sup
pi∈PE
I(pi,MV), (19)
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and has the additivity property (see [6])
C(M⊗nV ,A(n)E ) = nC(MV ,AE).
Notice that similarly to (19), the left-hand side is equal to sup
pi(n)∈P
(n)
E
I(pi(n),M⊗nV ),
so that
sup
pi(n)∈P
(n)
E
I(pi(n),M⊗nV ) = n sup
pi∈PE
I(pi,MV). (20)
By using a result of R. L.Dobrushin (theorem 2.2 in [5]), we have
I(pi(n),M⊗n) = sup
V
I(pi(n),M⊗nV ),
because the supremum in the right-hand side is equal to the supremum of the
information with respect to decompositions of the space Ω×n of special form,
consisting of products V1 × · · · × Vn of the sets from the decomposition V.
The class of all such products has the ordering property that is required for
validity of theorem 2.2 in [5]. Hence
Cn = sup
pi(n)∈P
(n)
E
sup
V
I(pi(n),M⊗nV ) = sup
V
sup
pi(n)∈P
(n)
E
I(pi(n),M⊗nV )
= n sup
V
sup
pi∈PE
I(pi,MV) = n sup
pi∈PE
sup
V
I(pi,MV)
= n sup
pi∈PE
I(pi,M) = nC1,
where we used (20) in the third equality.
Now let us prove the inequality C(M,AE) ≤ C1.Without loss of general-
ity we can suppose that C1 <∞. Let R > C1. By applying Fano’s inequality,
we obtain similarly to the relation (10.19) in [8]
u(n, 2nR) ≥ 1− Cn
nR
− 1
nR
= 1− C1
R
− 1
nR
,
where in the second equality we used the additivity Cn = nC1. Therefore
lim infn→∞ u(n, 2
nR) > 0, and hence C(M,AE) ≤ C1.
For the proof of the converse inequality we note that
C(M,AE) ≥ C(MV ,AE) = sup
pi∈PE
I(pi,MV)
for arbitrary decomposition V. By taking supremum over the decompositions
V, we obtain C(M,AE) ≥ suppi∈PE I(pi,M) = C1. The theorem 1 is proved.
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4 Entanglement-assisted capacity of a mea-
surement channel
Consider the following protocol of classical information transmission through
the measurement channel M. Transmitter A and receiver B are in the pure
entangled state SAB = |ψ〉〈ψ|, where |ψ〉 =
∑
j cj|ej〉 ⊗ |e˜j〉, satisfying the
condition Hq(SA) = Hq(SB) <∞.
Let X be a finite alphabet, and the classical signal x ∈ X appears with
probability pix. The party A performs encoding x→ Ex and sends its part of
the resulting common state via the channel M. Thus the party B has at its
disposal the hybrid system ΩB, where Ω is the classical system at the output
of the measurement channel. After the measurement of observable M(dω),
the state in the hybrid system is described in the following way:
σx(dω) =
∑
j,k
cjck[Tr Ex(|ej〉〈ek|)M(dω)]|e˜j〉〈e˜k|.
Then the party B may perform measurement of an observable in the system
ΩB, extracting in this way information about the signal x.
With the block coding, the encoded states transmitted through the chan-
nel M⊗n ⊗ Id ⊗nB , have the form
S(n)α = (E (n)α ⊗ Id ⊗nB )[S(n)AB], (21)
where S
(n)
AB is pure entangled state for n copies of the system AB, satisfying
the condition H(S
(n)
B ) < ∞, α is the classical message (e.g. a word in an
alphabet X ), α → E (n)α are the encodings for n copies of the system A. The
input states of the channel M⊗n are subject to the constraint (13), which
is equivalent to similar constraint for the channel M⊗n ⊗ Id ⊗nB with the
operators F (n) ⊗ I⊗nB .
For the channelM with the input constraint (11) we consider the quantity
C(n)ea (M⊗n,A(n)E ) = sup
(pi
(n)
α ,S
(n)
α )
χcq
({pi(n)α }; {(M⊗n ⊗ Id ⊗nB )S(n)α }) , (22)
where
χcq ({pix}; {Sx}) = Hcq
(∑
x
pixSx
)
−
∑
x
pixHcq(Sx), Sx ∈ L∗,
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and the supremum is taken over all state ensembles of the form (21), satis-
fying the condition ∑
α
pi(n)α TrS
(n)
α (F
(n) ⊗ I⊗nB ) ≤ nE.
The classical entanglement-assisted capacity for the quantum-classical
channel M with the constraint (11) is defined by the relation
Cea(M,AE) = lim
n→∞
1
n
C(n)ea (M⊗n,A(n)E ).
Theorem 2. LetM be an arbitrary measurement channel with the input
constraint (13). Assume, that the operator F satisfies the condition (12), and
the channel M satisfies the condition
sup
SA:TrSAF≤E
Hc(pSA) <∞, (23)
where Hc(pSA) is the classical differential entropy of the probability density
of the output distribution of the channelM. Then the entanglement-assisted
capacity is given by the expression
Cea(M,AE) = sup
SA:TrSAF≤E
ER (SA,M). (24)
Proof. In the proof we use the corresponding result for measurement
channels defined by a bounded operator density, obtained in [10].
Let SAB be the initial entangled state of the system AB. After applying
encoding ExA in the system A the state of the composite system is described
by the operator
SxAB = (ExA ⊗ Id B)SAB
with the partial states SxA = ExA(SA) and SxB = SB.
To establish the inequality ≤ in the formula (24), it is sufficient to prove
(see [10] for detail) that
Hcq
(∑
x
pix(M⊗ Id B)SxAB
)
−
∑
x
pixHcq (M⊗ Id B(SxAB)) ≤ ER (SA,M).
(25)
Here SA =
∑
x pixS
x
A, and the constraint (13) implies the condition
TrSAF ≤ E. (26)
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A result of [10] implies that the relation (25) holds for finite-rank states SA
satisfying the constraint (26). For the proof in the general case we apply
approximation by finite-rank states.
Assume first that TrSAF ≤ E ′ < E for a positive E ′. Let SA have the
spectral decomposition SA =
∑
i λi|ϕi〉〈ϕi|. Consider the increasing sequence
of projections Pn =
∑n
i=1 |ϕi〉〈ϕi| converging to the unit operator IA, and the
sequence of states
SxAB(n) = Pn ⊗ IBSxABPn ⊗ IB + |φ〉〈φ| ⊗ (SB − SxB(n)),
where SxB(n) = Tr A(Pn ⊗ IBSxABPn ⊗ IB), |φ〉 is a fixed unit vector from
lin{ϕi}, belonging to the domain of
√
F . The partial states of SxAB(n) are
Tr BS
x
AB(n) = S
x
A(n) = PnS
x
APn + (1− TrPnSxA)|φ〉〈φ|, Tr ASxAB(n) = SB.
Then the average state in the system A is equal to
SA(n) =
∑
x
pixS
x
A(n) = PnSAPn + (1− TrPnSA)|φ〉〈φ|.
We have SA(n) =
∑n
i=1 λi|ϕi〉〈ϕi| + (1 − TrPnSA)|φ〉〈φ|, then ‖SA(n) −
SA‖1 → 0 for n→∞ and
TrSA(n)F =
n∑
i=1
λi‖
√
Fϕi‖2 + (1− TrPnSA)〈φ|Fφ〉 ≤ E ′ + εn,
εn → 0 n→∞. Thus, starting from some value of n, the density operator
SA(n) satisfies the input constraint (26).
Using the condition (23), similarly to the proof of the coding theorem
for measurement of observable in [10] we obtain the inequality (25) for the
ensemble {pix, SxAB(n)}, which can be written in the following form based on
the relative entropy:
∑
x
pixHcq
(
(M⊗Id B)(SxAB(n))
∥∥∥∥ ∑
x
pix(M⊗Id B)SxAB(n)
)
≤ ER (TrSA(n),M).
(27)
Take the limit n→∞ in (27). By noting that limn→∞Hq(SA(n)) = Hq(SA),
using theorem 2 from [7] (i.e. the equality (10)) in the left-had side and
the lower semicontinuity of the relative entropy in the right-hand side, we
obtain (25) for the ensemble {pix, SxAB}.
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Now consider the case TrSAF = E. Take a unit vector |e〉 ∈ lin{φi}, sat-
isfying the condition 〈e|Fe〉 < E, and construct the approximation SxAB(ε) =
(1− ε)SxAB + ε|e〉〈e| ⊗ SB, 0 < ε < 1. Then the average state of the system
A is SA(ε) = (1− ε)SA + ε|e〉〈e|, and the following condition holds
TrSA(ε)F < E.
Let us repeat previous argument approximating SxAB(ε) by the states of the
form
(1− ε)Pn ⊗ IBSxABPn ⊗ IB + |e〉〈e|(SB − (1− ε)Tr APn ⊗ IBSxAB)
with the partial states (1− ε)SxA + (1− (1− ε)TrPnSxA)|e〉〈e| and SB in the
systems A and B correspondingly. We obtain that the inequality (25) holds
for SxAB(ε), SA(ε). Since limε→0Hq(SA(ε)) = Hq(SA), then, tending ε to zero
we obtain (25) for ensembles satisfying the condition TrSAF = E. The rest
of the proof is similar to the case of observable with a bounded density [10].
To prove the inequality ≥ in (24) we consider an arbitrary state S ∈
S(H), S =∑∞i=1 λi|ϕi〉〈ϕi|, satisfying the input constraint. Apply lemma 1,
setting D = lin {ϕi} and defining posterior states Ŝ(ω) by the relation (7).
Then the argument is similar to trhe proof of proposition 4 from [3], and also
theorem 3 from [10]. Theorem 2 is proved.
Of special interest is the case of pure POVM for which there exists a
representation (4) of the form
〈ψ|M(A)ψ〉 =
∫
A
|〈a(ω)|ψ〉|2 µ(dω), ψ ∈ D. (28)
In this case the posterior state (7) is a pure state, not depending on x:
Ŝ(ω) = |e〉〈e|, (29)
where e ∈ H is a unit vector. Thus, Hq(Ŝ(ω)) = 0 and the entropy reduction
is equal to
ER (S,M) = Hq(S). (30)
The relation (24) takes the form
Cea(M,AE) = sup
SA:TrSAF≤E
Hq(S). (31)
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It is well known that this supremum is attained on the Gibbs state
Sβ = c(β)
−1 exp(−βF ), c(β) = Tr exp(−βF ), (32)
where β is found from the condition TrSβF = E, and it is equal to βE+c(β).
Thus theorem 2 implies the following statement.
Corollary 1. For arbitrary measurement channel, corresponding to
pure POVM,
Cea(M,AE) = βE + c(β),
where β is found from the condition TrSβF = E.
Let us illustrate this result by two examples. Let H = L2(R), Q be
the operator of multiplication by x, P = −id/dx with the common essential
domain D = S(R) (the space of infinitely differentiable functions rapidly
decreasing with all derivatives, see e.g. [8]). The spectral measure M of the
selfadjoint operator Q can be represented in the form (28):
〈ψ|M(A)ψ〉 =
∫
A
|〈x|ψ〉|2 dx, ψ ∈ S(R),
where 〈x|ψ〉 = ψ(x), ψ ∈ S(R), are the Dirac’s δ-functionals. Thus the
POVM M does not have bounded operator density, the result of the pa-
per [10] is not applicable and one should apply the approach of the present
paper. Arbitrary density operator S in L2(R) is defined by the kernel which
is conveniently written in the symbolic form 〈x|S|y〉 (for continuous kernels
this notation can be understood literally). Consider the channel correspond-
ing to the measurement of observable Q, which maps a density operator S
into the probability density 〈x|S|x〉 with respect to the Lebesgue measure
on the real line. In quantum optics such a channels describes statistics of
homodyne measurement of one mode Q,P of electromagnetic field [12]. As a
constraint operator one usually takes the oscillator energy F = (P 2+Q2)/2.
Notice that the condition (23) is fulfilled, as the inequality TrSF ≤ E implies∫
x2pS(x) dx = TrSQ
2 ≤ 2TrSF ≤ 2E,
and the maximal differential entropy (equal to (1/2) log(2pie(2E))) under this
constraint is attained on the Gaussian probability density. Substituting this
value of supremum, equal to the entropy of the Gibbs state of oscillator with
the mean energy E (see e.g. [12], [8]) into (31), we obtain
Cea(M,AE) =
(
E +
1
2
)
log
(
E +
1
2
)
−
(
E − 1
2
)
log
(
E − 1
2
)
. (33)
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Figure 1: Classical capacities of the optical measurement channels
On the other hand, the classical capacity of homodyne channel computed
in [12], [13] is equal to
C(Mhom,AE) = log(2E). (34)
According to the corollary 1, the relation (33) holds for arbitrary pure
measurement channel including heterodyne channel, which maps a density
operator S into probability density 〈x, y|S|x, y〉 with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on the plane, where |x, y〉 are the coherent states of the quantum
oscillator [4]. Notice that in this case the bounded operator density exists and
results of paper [10] are applicable. The classical capacity of the heterodyne
channel computed in [13], [4] is equal to
C(Mhet,AE) = log
(
E +
1
2
)
. (35)
For all E > 1/2 the inequalities hold
C(Mhet,AE) < C(Mhom,AE) < Cea(M,AE).
The graphs of the three capacities are shown on Fig. 1.
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